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problem to the attackers. Finally, the unfavourable weather,
which broke on the first day of the offensive, soon made the
whole battlefield one huge morass, and the fighting conditions
hopelessly miserable. It speaks volumes for the tenacity and
patience of the British soldiery that they should have earned on
with little complaint and no little success a conflict of over three
months and yet not have lost heart or morale. Of the general-
ship that imposed this grievous burden upon them, there could
be justification only in the strategical necessity for sustaining
the offensive at all costs for the sake of our Allies—a necessity
which in view of their condition at this time could hardly be
considered imperative. All evidence tends to show that" the
B.E.F. was bled white by its own commanders in pursuit of
an aim—the clearing of the Belgian coast—which, however
desirable strategically, soon became a tactical will o' the wisp
flitting elusively amid the Flanders marshes.
The initial attack on July 3ist was carried out by twelve
British divisions, with a French detachment on their left* moving
forward on an eleven-mile front from the Ypres-Comines Canal
to Bixschoote. Our objective was the Passchendaele ridge, six
miles ahead, but it was to be over three months before we were
to set foot on it. The left wing reached the line of the Steenbeek
early in the day, but the progress of the centre and right was
slower, and it is doubtful whether we should have been able to
hold even our disappointing gains against the powerful enemy
counter-blows about to be delivered had not torrential rain come
to bring attackers and counter-attackers alike to a complete
standstill.
It was a fortnight before the advance was resumed with
considerably limited aims and at a more rapid speed, which
enabled us to capture a strip of the hostile front on the left
about Langemarck, some 2,000 yards in depth, and settle
ourselves firmly in before the enemy counter-attacks had time
to develop. But the right was once more badly checked at
considerable cost, and there for a whole month the battle
remained in a state of suspended animation, owing to the
complete break-up of the weather and the consequent slowing-
down of our preparations for the next step in the advance. It
now became clear that there was little prospect of fulfilment
of Haig's more extravagant hopes from the stalled attack, and
the idea of landing a force behind the German flank, after
several postponements, was finally abandoned.
The offensive of September aoth, however, to some extent
revived these dreams. Six divisions, advancing under cover
of a very powerful artillery, firing only a brief preliminary
bombardment, carried out* a short and entirely successful

